
BABY MAFIA 1101 

Chapter 1101: "Nervous" 

Regardless of the audience's impatience, everyone had to wait until two p.m. 

Of course, the ticket for this match instantly got sold out within the first thirty minutes, almost breaking 

the record of the fastest ticket sales in Battle Arena C. 

If others didn't know, they might think this battle is between two famous elites in the country or 

something. 

After waiting for a few hours, the time finally arrived. 

Thirty minutes before the match, the two sides had arrived at the battle arena and also had signed the 

battle arena's agreement. 

As usual, the fighters got their own waiting room and could watch the ongoing matches on the lounge's 

TV. 

Of course, Ainsley and the others only watched the matches for fun and didn't really pay attention to 

these official matches because none of them were famous fighters. 

They weren't even as strong as Charles, so why should they watch the match? 

After waiting for another thirty minutes, ten minutes before the official match started, the arena's staff 

came to Ainsley's group and Cameron's group one by one. 

"Excuse me, fighter. The match will start in ten minutes. Please go to the corridor and wait until the 

arena's gate is opened before you enter the ring." 

The staff kindly instructed Ainsley and even accompanied her to the barrel corridor, afraid that the baby 

would be lost in this huge backstage. 

After all, there were training arenas and other facilities as well, so newbies usually got lost here. 

It would be bad if Ainsley lost the fight before even fighting because of this ridiculous reason. 

"Twank ywou, big sistel." Ainsley thanked the staff with her sweet, milky voice as she went to the 

corridor all on her own. 

As for her people? They got a special seat near the ring for the fighters' family members and close 

friends. 

The staff was usually a little bit alienated from the fighters to maintain their neutral stance, but after 

Ainsley thanked her like that, she almost got a nosebleed. 

The sister clutched her heart without looking back, afraid she would faint from excitement. 

Too cute! This baby's charm is too wild, ah! 

If her enemy didn't drink any anti-charm potion, they would lose the moment this baby opened her 

mouth! 



The staff tried to act a little cool and stiffly answered while looking at the front. 

"Y-you are welcome. Good luck with the match." 

The staff hurriedly led Ainsley to the small area behind the gate leading to the ring. 

After she accompanied Ainsley to the small resting area behind the gate, the staff immediately excused 

herself and left. 

Five minutes before the match. 

The previous match had ended fifteen minutes before Ainsley's battle royale, and the staff had already 

repaired all the broken parts on the ring. 

They even cleaned up the blood and other battle residue to not affect the next match's fighters. 

As soon as the previous match ended, the audiences who had bought the ticket to watch Ainsley's battle 

royale already rushed to the seats. 

Some were even impatient and urged the audience of the previous match to give up their seats, almost 

creating chaos among the audience. 

After the hustle and bustle in the audience's seats while the staff cleaned the ring, all the audiences 

finally got seated. 

All the 3,000 seats were fully booked, and no one gave up on their seats. The 3,000 seats were all full of 

people! 

The staff in charge of selling food and drinks immediately called for more reinforcement and for a 

moment, the audience seats got as noisy as the morning market. 

The barrier wasn't activated yet, and Ainsley behind the gate could even hear the low murmur among 

the audience. 

With 3,000 people in one enclosed area, how could it not be noisy? 

Especially when the people who came here were usually hot-blooded and battle maniac people. 

Ainsley listened to the hustle and bustle outside with relish, not feeling nervous having to fight under 

3,000 people's eyes at all. 

On the other hand, the three geniuses were a bit nervous, mainly because they rarely fought in the 

official battle arena's ring. 

Even if they did, the audience wouldn't be as much as today. Maybe only 1,000-1,500 people. 

Although they didn't use Battle Arena E, the smallest one in the Guild Union Zone, it didn't mean the 

seats would be full when it was their match. 

Facing the full seats outside, the three geniuses who loved face and reputation so much couldn't help 

but feel anxious. 



There should be a lot of Winged Guild members in the audience seats, and they couldn't bring shame to 

their Winged Guild! 

The three people even got insider information that their close relatives also came to watch their match! 

Although Felicia's grandfather, the leader of the Winged Guild, didn't come, her four suitors and her 

female best friend came. 

They all occupied her close friends' and family members' seats designed for the fighters. 

At the same time, Sean's aunt and uncle also came to watch his battle. Not to mention the people from 

Cameron's family. 

Knowing that his elders came to watch his debut for the first time, the usually calm and gloomy 

Cameron suddenly fidgeted on the spot. 

One must know that his family was really an ex-mafia, and they're really strict with him as the family's 

future heir. 

He has been cultivated to be the proud heir of their family, so if he didn't do a good job this time... 

The family would be disappointed in him and the end result wouldn't be good! 

While the three geniuses were nervous facing their own circumstances, as usual, because it was only 

five minutes before the match began, the MC finally took over the stage. 

Chapter 1102: "Mom and Dad Fans" 

Sitting inside the glass box at the highest seat among the audience's seats, the MC wore a nice suit with 

a tie. 

Then, on his left and right side were two charming women. Apparently, they were famous battle 

commentators. 

The arena's God view's camera already started to record the whole scene and the lighting also started to 

change. 

The whole area, which was brightly lit a few seconds ago, suddenly plunged into deep darkness with no 

source of light except for the glass box. 

Following the total darkness, Battle Arena C's special BGM suddenly sounded, mixed with the MC's 

excited voice. 

"Good afternoon, ladies and gentlemen!" The MC shouted on top of his lungs and the audience also 

yelled at the MC. 

"Good afternoon!" 

Their shouts almost drowned the entire arena, instantly shocking the three geniuses who never faced 

such a situation. 

Damn. The cheers and such are really too frightening! 



No wonder the arena would always activate a soundproof barrier. 

It must be to protect the more introverted fighters or to ensure the fighters would never get distracted 

by the audience's shouts and cheers. 

After the MC waited for the audience to cheer, the man smirked and slowly opened his mouth to speak. 

"Ladies and gentleman, as you can see, this afternoon's match is a rare battle royale that was almost 

extinct a few years ago!" 

The MC snickered as he continued to fire up the atmosphere. 

"And today's battle royale isn't a fight between more than two forces but actually only two forces! Of 

course, it's a battle of one versus three!" 

The audience instantly cheered and many people called out their favorite fighters' names. 

"Cameron! Cameron!" 

"Felicia!!!" 

"Sean! Sean! Sean!" 

"Godtoddler! Godtoddler!" 

"Ain-samaaaaa!!" 

Looking at the enthusiastic audience, the MC nodded in satisfaction before containing his speech. 

"Okay, ladies and gentleman. I know that all of you are already itching to watch the match. So– without 

further ado, let's see our fighters!" 

Then, the man casually snapped his fingers. 

PA! 

The two red and blue spotlights etched to the ceiling immediately shot toward the blue and red gates. 

The red spotlight illuminated the blue gate and the blue spotlight illuminated the red gate, creating a 

beautiful contrast. 

The gates were still closed, but everyone knew that the moment the gate was opened, they could see 

their favorite fighters! 

To avoid any unfairness related to the speed of the gate opening up, the match wouldn't start until both 

gates had completely opened. 

Because this is a Colosseum-style arena, the gate didn't have two doors but actually opened from the 

floor to the ceiling, revealing the fighters behind the gate bit by bit. 

After the MC directed the spotlight to illuminate the two closed gates, he didn't forget to whistle and 

signaled the staff to open the gate! 



"Open– sesame! Let's meet our fighters this afternoon!" The MC was quite playful, and the audience 

instantly laughed or chuckled. 

Amidst the low laughter, the two gates slowly opened with a creaking sound, and the audiences who 

were laughing a few seconds ago instantly cheered. 

"Ahhh, ahhh! Cameron! You're so handsome!" 

"Felicia, my baby!!!" 

"Sean, look at me!" 

"Ain-sama! You can win this fight!" 

"Ain-sama! We look forward to your exciting battle!" 

The three geniuses had both face fans and career fans. 

Ainsley, on the other hand, rarely had face fans and actually had a lot of parent fans and career fans 

instead. 

"Baby Ain! Mom is here to support you, my cub!" 

"Ah, ah, dad is watching you! Baby Ain, go! Go!" 

At first, Ainsley was calmly standing behind the gate, letting all the light outside shine upon her calm 

face. 

But after she heard the messy shouts outside claiming to be her dad and mom, she almost slipped and 

fell. 

Fck! Since when did she have another batch of mom and dad?! If Jake saw this, he would go crazy! 

And Jake, who was watching Ainsley's broadcast that the baby opened from her perspective, almost 

choked on his tea to death. 

Who the fck would be so bold to steal his daughter?! Come here! He promised he wouldn't kill them! 

Aside from Jake, Jacqueline was also watching the live broadcast at the hotel because she still had some 

work to do and couldn't attend the match. 

Ironically, she also heard some elders at the audience's seat claiming to be Ainsley's grandma or 

grandpa. 

The woman's face instantly darkened a few degrees. 

The hell! Who would steal her cute granddaughter?! 

If Ainsley could hear these people's strange cheers, the three geniuses could hear it too, loud and clear. 

Thus, when they heard the strange cheers, they almost twitched their lips and had a face cramp. 

That baby is actually famous among dad, mom, and grandparents' generation! 



There were even big sisters, big brothers, uncles and aunties among the audience claiming to be 

Ainsley's relatives. 

....the baby is too popular because she's cute. But she's popular for a strange reason! 

The three geniuses didn't know whether to sympathize with Ainsley or not. 

Anyway, regardless of the cheers, the gate was finally fully opened after a few seconds. 

Once the gate was opened, the white spotlight instantly lit up the entire battle ring, leaving only the 

audience seat in the darkness. 

But this kind of atmosphere is really good for the audience, making them feel like watching a 3D 

cinema's film. 

As usual, the 3D projection and other screens were ready to show the upcoming match from various 

angles. 

This time, there were as many as three projections and countless screens! 

Thus, the audience who couldn't see the match clearly because of their eyesight problem or something 

could still enjoy the match through the colored 3D projection. 

So exciting! 

Chapter 1103: "Dangerous Black Particles" 

The MC felt that the atmosphere was already reaching the peak and he silently activated the battle 

arena's barrier. 

A glint came up across the battle ring, and the audience knew that the barrier was finally activated, 

which means... 

The battle would start anytime. 

Right after the barrier fully enclosed the ring, the MC looked at the referee not far from the battle ring 

and shouted out loud. 

"Okay, everybody. Let's count from three, two, one– " 

The audience counted with the MC and shouted at the same time. 

"BATTLE START!" 

PIIIIII! 

The referee immediately blew the whistle, signaling the start of the battle! 

The moment the whistle rang throughout the ring, the trio behind the blue gate instantly summoned 

their wings and rushed to the center of the ring! 

The three people didn't have blue wings like Charles, and thus they wore blue ribbons tied to their 

wrists. 



The blue ribbon fluttered slightly with their movement, adding a bit of grace to the three people with 

white robes similar to a priest's costume. 

The trio did change their clothes to their Winged Guild uniform, and the uniform was a white robe with 

golden lines on it, really similar to Godlif Country's priest clothing. 

But this one was more elegant and luxurious, imitating the way the celestial dressed up. 

After all, the celestials were like western angels, but their clothes were similar to ancient China's 

clothing, just like a cultivator in novels or something. 

The three people's robes fluttered in the air as they flew straight to the center, instantly evoking cheers 

and shouts from the audience. 

"Ahhh! Cameron!! You suit those clothes very well!" 

"Felicia! You're such an angel! Ah ah ah!!" 

"Sean! Sean! So handsome!!" 

A pity, the fighters in the ring couldn't hear them and could only hear the tense BGM that the arena 

prepared for these fighters to boost their morale. 

Without any surprise, the three people with their wings arrived at the center a few seconds faster than 

Ainsley. 

At this moment, the baby hadn't even reached the center of the ring just yet, but Cameron and the 

other two already got the right to attack Ainsley. 

Sean and Felicia, as the support of the team, immediately flew behind Cameron, acting as healer and 

supporter, respectively. 

On the other hand, Cameron, as the main attacker in the team, spread his wings widely as he slowly rose 

in the air a few meters higher than before. 

In the air battle, the one with the highest altitude usually had the biggest advantage compared to those 

on the ground. 

Cameron's pitch-black wings slowly spread wide, showing off his 1-meter-long wingspan, enough to 

compete with natural flying-type beasts and monsters out there. 

However, unlike Charles, who condensed his feathers and used them to attack Ainsley, Cameron's move 

was a bit puzzling. 

His feathers actually swirled on the spot as he flapped his wings carelessly, blowing a few cold winds all 

around the ring. 

The audience who didn't have good eyesight might not see anything wrong with this but those with 

good eyesight or those who watched Ainsley's live broadcast quickly noticed the anomaly. 

The cold wind was okay, but mixed among the wind were small black particles. 



These particles weren't as small as dust, and it was still visible to the naked eyes,, but all the particles 

looked like a ball full of thorns. 

The worst thing was that...these black particles actually came out of Cameron's feathers. 

Ainsley was the first to sense the danger. She didn't know what those particles were, but the baby 

immediately summoned her brush and drew four blood wings. 

Ainsley's drawing speed was faster than before because she was already extremely familiar with the 

blood wings. 

Within seconds, the blood wings had already condensed from the few messy strokes in the air and 

immediately attached themselves to Ainsley's back. 

Then, Ainsley didn't hesitate to fire her smallest feathers at those black particles around the ring! 

But Ainsley still underestimated Cameron's strength a bit. 

Those black particles continued to roll out of Cameron's feathers at high speed, and within a few 

seconds when Ainsley drew the blood wings.... 

The black particles already filled the edge of the round rings, forming a thick fog-like 'barrier'. 

So many black particles gathered together, and even those with bad eyesight could see the black fog-like 

thing surrounding the ring. 

If the fog was a bit misty and the form was like smoke, this black thing was like countless insects or 

something, forming a black line. 

No one knew what those black particles were, but the few hard feathers that Ainsley shot towards one 

of the black particles already showed the answer. 

The moment the hard feathers touched the black particles, some particles directly melted and became 

genuine black fog full of poisonous gas. 

Other black particles actually broke the hard feathers with their thorns, and after losing the thorns, the 

bald black particles exploded. 

The explosion was only a small one, like a firework, but what caught Ainsley off guard was that when the 

explosion met the melted black fog... 

The whole thing burned the poison even more and actually strengthened the poison. 

Then, the fire crawled down the black fog itself and actually created a fire fog that could burn anything 

but could easily get blown away with the wind. 

That's the bad news. 

If the wind could control this strange fire fog– 

Ainsley immediately drew antidotes and a small barrier in the air while Cameron already created 

countless winds using the flap of his wings. 



His control over the winds he created using his wings was better than Charles's, and at this moment, he 

precisely guided the surrounding black particles to approach Ainsley! 

Chapter 1104: "Drawing A Living Being" 

The black fog, the black particles and the poisonous smoke immediately formed a circle, besieging 

Ainsley in the middle. 

The 'wall' wasn't only on the ground but also everywhere in the air, almost obstructing everyone's view. 

Such a huge movement eventually caught the commentators' interest and one of the two ladies 

immediately commented with an excited tone of voice. 

"There we go! Cameron is making his first move, and we finally see his unique ability! What are those 

black particles? What about the black smog and other elements inside?" 

The other lady quickly followed up and shouted with vigor. 

"What will the Godtoddler do to face this sudden attack? I bet Cameron hasn't finished his attack just 

yet!" 

Indeed. The poison was only a mild one and would only weaken the enemy or confuse them. 

The real deal was the intact black particles that still had the thorns and didn't melt into the black fog of 

poisonous smog. 

When the black particles were far away, Ainsley didn't feel anything, but when the black particles were 

close, she could feel a strong suction from these black particles. 

These particles were trying to suck her! 

The suction force actually reminded her of one dangerous and terrifying natural phenomenon– 

The black hole. 

Ainsley's face darkened. 

The poison could be neutralized with the antidote she had just created, and the fire fog also couldn't 

touch her because of the barrier. 

But the black hole was different. Her barrier couldn't stand against the black hole, and sooner or later, it 

would shatter to pieces. 

No matter how many barriers she created, it would be useless in front of a black hole! 

Ainsley didn't expect Cameron's mysterious ability to create black holes from his wings' feathers. 

This is way more dangerous and stronger than normal black holes by other black hole ability users! 

Seeing Ainsley's dark face, Cameron sneered and laughed like a villain in a third-rate movie. 

"Hahaha! Did you see those particles? No worries. I can make them as much as I want." 

There will be no escape from these particles! 



And Cameron purposely didn't attack Ainsley straight to her vitals like Charles, just cornering her with 

these dangerous things. 

Because this was the first time he showed his ability to the public, he wanted the audience to admire his 

ability a bit longer while he played with his prey. 

While Cameron was pushing Ainsley to the edge, Sean behind Cameron wasn't a useless guy either. 

He looked at Ainsley, who was inside the black circle and laughed mockingly. 

"Good job, Cameron! Now, it's my turn. Eat this!" 

He quickly cast a slowing buff towards Ainsley, instantly slowing down her movement. 

Whether it was the flow of her energy in her body or her drawing speed– everything slowed down by a 

few seconds! 

Don't look down at these few seconds. 

Back then when Charles attacked Ainsley, if Ainsley was slower by a few seconds, she would have been 

wounded greatly. 

Sean's move was really clever. 

While Cameron only tested his ability on Ainsley and threatened her with these unknown things, Sean's 

move directly multiplied the chance to injure Ainsley greatly. 

If this is another ability user, they would be scared silly for sure and would lose their calm one way or 

another. 

But who is Ainsley? 

The baby was only taken aback for a few seconds and quickly flapped her wings, departing from the 

ground. 

She knew that the ground was full of the black particles while the ones in the air were fewer, and this 

wouldn't solve the problem at all, but it was better to fly than standing on the ground. 

Seeing Ainsley's movement, Cameron stopped playing around and guided the thick black particles on the 

ground to rise to the air, chasing after Ainsley. 

And the young man didn't bother to use the explosion or the poison tricks anymore, directly using the 

main attack of these black particles– 

The black hole. 

These black particles gathered together super fast and some directly created mini black holes. 

Don't look down on a mini black hole. 

Even a black hole with one-centimeter diameter was enough to kill a person within a few meters. 

Ainsley could feel the black holes whirling and sucking her toward the holes, trying to dismember her to 

pieces. 



Even though she might not die because these black holes' forces weren't that great, she would lose 

some limbs and might directly become a cripple. 

The only reason why she could still stand still was because her four wings were trying hard to keep in 

place! 

Still, Ainsley wasn't in a hurry to counter-attack Cameron. She knew nothing about Cameron, not even 

his trump cards. 

On the other hand, Ainsley almost showed all her abilities already and even her trump card, the luck 

manipulation ability, was a double-edged trump card. 

Rather than counter-attacking Cameron now and then wasting a few more movements to face 

Cameron's new attacks and other things... 

Isn't it better to bait him into using all his abilities? 

For that, let's not get rid of these annoying black particles but focus on threatening the master itself. 

Ainsley's drawing speed really slowed down, but it didn't mean she was slow. 

After a few seconds, a new colored picture appeared mid-air, and a millisecond later, the drawing shone 

with golden light before condensing into a real thing. 

The drawing itself was only a small drawing the size of a small paper, but once it became a real thing, 

everyone witnessed the small drawing slowly expand. 

The thing Ainsley created slowly expanded from a few centimeters to a few meters tall and then almost 

covered the entire ring! 

Chapter 1105: "A Slime Hybrid" 

The cheers and shouts outside almost paused for a few seconds, and even the commentators, who were 

busy praising Cameron's move before, choked on their saliva. 

What is that thing? How come they have never seen it?! 

Even the trio flinched at the sight of such a bizarre thing the size of half of the battle ring. 

"C-cameron, what is that?" The more timid Felicia hid behind Cameron, and even her white wings 

trembled with fright. 

Sean and Cameron weren't any better. They looked at the slime-like thing that was so big it didn't look 

like a slime– and they couldn't smile. 

The slime thingy wasn't transparent and it was actually reddish blood, as if it was made out of some 

creatures' blood. 

If it's just a large slime, the trios and the audience wouldn't be shocked. 

But the thing is...this slime actually looked like a monster and actually had high intelligence. 



Those pairs of black eyes were staring at them with malice. The slime wiggled its huge body in the air, 

ignoring the black particles around. 

Wait. It even subconsciously ate the black particles, storing the black particles into its jelly-like body! 

The Gasha Country's people never saw such a slime, and the majority of the live broadcast audience also 

didn't know what kind of creature this was. 

But those who once visited Pandora Island were most familiar with this creature that lived in the sea and 

could also live on the land. 

This creature was actually harmless and only liked to eat trash, but...this creature was a type of beast 

and monster– a hybrid. 

It had the intelligence of a beast, and the body of a monster. 

Since it's harmless, Ainsley's people who went to Pandora Island ignored the slime that could expand to 

such gigantic size. 

But this isn't a natural slime from Pandora Island. 

This one is a creature that Ainsley created by mimicking the real thing, which means the creator could 

add more features to this beast, right? 

Ainsley drained half of her entire energy just to create this thing, and even her four wings shattered, 

leaving only two wings. 

But the baby was satisfied with her first attempt to draw a living being. 

Standing behind the giant blood slime, Ainsley snickered and snapped her fingers. 

"Go. Play with these three people and force them to use all abilities they can use." 

A harmless slime from Pandora Island that never attacked humans didn't mean it wasn't dangerous. 

It was just lazy in nature and didn't want to fight if it didn't have to. 

But this creature that came out of Ainsley's drawing inherited Ainsley's bloodthirsty nature and it was 

extremely fond of the fight. 

The giant slime let out a low bubbling roar from its 'mouth' and immediately slithered into the air! 

The slime's body was extremely elastic and it could reach Cameron and the other two's places, no 

matter how high they flew. 

Not to mention that this giant and lazy-looking slime was actually fast! So fast! 

Sean only had time to cast a negative slowing buff to the slime, but the slime still reached its place 

within seconds. 

Seeing such an unknown creature that came out of nowhere, the trio were vigilant and immediately 

chose to attack it with all their might. 

"Go!" Cameron retracted all his black particles around Ainsley and smashed them toward the slime! 



The mini black holes also changed their target and started to suck the slime instead, successfully 

catching a few jelly-like body parts into their deadly holes. 

A pity...the slime's lost body part slowly grew back as if it was nothing and the slime didn't even feel any 

pain. 

Hey, this kind of thing is just a plaything for a high-level sea hybrid monster like her! 

The slime didn't have any gender, but this one directly addressed herself as a teenage girl. 

The slime girl wiggled its huge body and suddenly smashed countless slime Cannon balls toward the 

three moving targets! 

It ignored the black particles sticking to its body and just attacked first. 

SHO! SHO! SHO! 

The blood-red jelly-like cannon balls flew fast toward the three geniuses and they immediately flapped 

their wings to dodge. 

"Dodge! Dodge! We don't know that those cannon balls are– " 

Cameron hadn't even finished his words when he saw one of the missed cannon balls hitting the arena's 

barrier. 

Then, within a few seconds....the barrier part melted. 

It melted!! 

Such a sturdy barrier that countless barrier ability users erected couldn't stand a single blow from this 

weird hybrid! 

Fck! 

The trio, the audiences and even the commentators were shocked silly. 

What kind of monster is this?? 

The live broadcast audience were also stunned on the spot. 

There seemed to be such a slime in their Godlif Country that usually lived in the sea near Pandora Island, 

but they never knew it was so lethal. 

Or maybe it was only Ainsley who modified the creature with her drawings? 

No. The slime is really powerful, but it is too lazy to fight humans or other living beings, which is why it 

usually sneaks into Ainsley's camp to eat leftovers and trash instead. 

This slime is actually OP! 

But the energy expenditure to retain this giant slime is also huge... 

Ainsley's face was already pale and beads of sweat dripped down her forehead. 

It turned out that maintaining living creatures from her drawing was so difficult! 



But she had to endure and force Cameron and the others to use all their abilities to fight! 

Indeed, in front of such a weird yet deadly being, Cameron didn't have time to 'play' anymore. 

He immediately condensed his wings and fired countless black feathers toward the slime! 

Chapter 1106: "Targeting Felicia" 

Whenever the feathers touched the slime's body, the slime's body part would either turn purple-black 

or melt under a highly corrosive feather attack. 

Oh. It turned out Cameron's feathers still have these attributes. 

And Sean wasn't useless either. He hurriedly casted every single negative buff he could have through his 

wings' feathers. 

The feathers touched the slime's body, and countless negative buffs stacked on each other. 

The slow-down buff, burning fire, poison buff, and all sorts of small tricks looked weak but were fatal if 

used on other ability users... 

Even Felicia used her white feathers to create shared feathered armor with the other two boys. 

Her healing spree directly created a mini domain, engulfing the boys in her domain. 

Thus, when the boys accidentally got hit by the corrosive cannon balls, their wounds instantly healed 

under everyone's naked eyes. 

The healing process is so fast! And that mini domain– this healer girl is so good! 

The strangest thing is that– it was her feathers who had this healing attribute and she's not even a 

genuine healer. 

But a healer who could fly, could create armor and barriers while healing their teammates– 

No wonder she's called a genius. 

She's indeed a genius! 

Ainsley really didn't expect Felicia to be able to use a mini-domain just like her. 

One had to know that in a domain, the ability user who used the domain was God. 

It means all sorts of effects and other attributes would be strengthened multiple times than when the 

ability user didn't use their domain. 

And the domain's effect usually reached a large area, just like when Ainsley used the blood dome or the 

luck manipulation domain. 

It was already hard for a genius to be able to use a mini domain when they weren't in an extreme 

situation like Ainsley's Aretha War back then. 

Since Felicia could use the mini-domain skillfully, it means she really did master the ability to use a mini 

domain! 



And Felicia's mini domain was naturally a healing domain under her wings, which was the most annoying 

domain of all domains out there. 

Ainsley squinted as she silently controlled the gigantic slime to divert the boys' attention while 

separating a part of itself to create a smaller slime. 

This time, the small slime that split up from the huge slime silently approached Felicia, who was hiding 

behind Cameron and Sean. 

Ainsley heard that Felicia was not only a genius healer and barrier master with her wings but also had a 

fast speed when flying. 

Thus, she had to restrict the girl's movement somehow...and the small slime was perfect for that. 

Ainsley silently looked at Felicia and apologized in her heart. 

'I am sorry. I don't have any grudge against you, and what I'm going to do might be cruel, but this is a 

battle that will determine my guild's future.' 

Ainsley let out a sigh and waved her left hand, signaling the small, bouncy slime to move. 

The small slime was perfectly concealed, especially when the huge slime would wriggle from time to 

time, obstructing the trio's vision. 

Thus, when the small slime approached Felicia in the air, no one saw such a thing that blended with the 

huge slime. 

At the same time, the small slime actually climbed the giant slime's body, and the giant slime would 

occasionally lean closer to Felicia. 

Although the trio would always fly away to dodge, there would always be times when they were the 

closest to the giant slime. 

Even when Felicia hid behind Cameron and Sean, the flexible giant slime could still approach her once or 

twice. 

Then, Ainsley gave the signal and the giant slime immediately approached the trio as usual. 

It had quite a high intelligence and knew not to startle the snake among the grass. 

The giant slime wriggled its body again and leaned toward the trios while shooting countless blood 

cannonballs. 

However, this time, among the cannonballs, the giant slime threw the small slime too, perfectly mixing 

the small slime with the cannon balls. 

Cameron and the others already knew that their attacks were useless against the cannonballs, and the 

best way to face it was to either explode the cannonballs before they reached their place or dodge 

them. 

The trios chose to dodge the Cannon balls because once these balls exploded thanks to their feather 

attacks, the splash was also corrosive and had some random, mysterious attributes. 



Thus, the best way was indeed to dodge the cannon balls while trying to find the slime's core to defeat 

it. 

In the end, the slime still had a core even when it was a hybrid between a beast and a monster. 

After all, its body was a monster, while its intelligence belonged to a beast. 

It was an open secret that all monsters' weaknesses were in their monster cores. 

If the humans could find their cores and damage the cores, they would die instantly. 

Usually, it would be hard to do this because the monster core was hidden deep inside the monster, who 

had tough skin and meat. 

It was easier to heavily wound the monster to kill it and then dig out the monster core for other uses 

than damaging the core to kill the monster. 

But the giant slime was different. 

Its skin was elastic, and although it wasn't a transparent slime with no color, people could still see her 

monster core at the center of her body. 

The trios also saw the monster core and immediately formed a plan to strike the monster core once and 

for all. 

They had seen how all their attacks did hit the target, but the target absorbed their attacks and didn't 

have any injuries and so on! 

Chapter 1107: "Insidious Attack" 

Although the slime was hard to fight, the boys believed that if their attacks were a bit stronger and 

directly hit the monster core...this slime would die! 

The trios immediately took out various potions to boost their attack's strength and energy, directly 

pushing their attack value to the top. 

It was enough to kill this slime with one hit. 

However, before they could do so, the trios dodged the latest batch of cannon balls, as usual, letting the 

balls hit the barrier and melt the arena barrier's behind them. 

It was just that....they would never expect there was a fake ball among the real cannonballs. 

When the balls rushed to hit the barrier, one of the blood cannonballs actually shot straight at Felicia! 

And this slime also carried its mother's corrosive skill. 

While rushing toward Felicia, it simultaneously shot smaller cannonballs with lower lethality but enough 

to melt the skin and some flesh. 

"Ah!" Felicia was caught off guard, and the girl's first reflex was to use her fast flying speed to dodge the 

small slime's body and its cannonballs. 



However, she unknowingly flew away from the boys, instantly cutting off the mini domain she had 

created for the boys. 

Without the domain, the boys instantly suffered some burnt injuries from the highly corrosive 

cannonballs! 

If not for their own feather armor, the boys would have lost their limbs or even lost their lives at that 

moment. 

"Feli!" Cameron ignored the burning pain across his body and tried to warn Felicia to not stray away 

from them. 

Unfortunately, the girl was too panicked and didn't hear the boy's words at all. 

She was busy dodging the smaller cannonballs, but the small slime took this chaos to directly latch itself 

to the girl's face! 

The slime moved so fast that Felicia, who was busy dodging the small cannonballs, couldn't dodge the 

slime at all. 

It turned out the small cannonball's attack aimed at her face was only a gimmick so that the slime could 

latch itself to her head. 

In less than a few seconds, the slime engulfed the girl, creating a kind of water helmet for the girl. 

But this wasn't a safe helmet at all. 

The slime was naturally a water-based creature, and although this slime was made of blood, it was still 

water in nature. 

Actually, blood was even worse than water. 

Felicia suddenly found herself trapped in a blood helmet-like thing, and no matter what she did, the 

helmet didn't let her go. 

On the other hand, the helmet robbed her of her oxygen and even choked her with a thick amount of 

blood. 

"Mmmm! Mmm!" Felicia fluttered her wings and flew upside down, left and right, trying to get rid of the 

slime capturing her whole head. 

She shook her head like crazy and even used sharp weapons to stab the slime's body but to no avail. 

Unlike the giant slime, the small slime was only a clone, a part of the giant slime's body and naturally, it 

didn't have any monster core. 

As long as the giant slime was still alive, it would never die too. 

Cameron and Sean were too busy facing the giant slime when the accident hit Felicia. 

The boys had just launched their ultimate attack with various effects to crush the giant slime's core, but 

Felicia's muffled voice drew their attention. 



The moment the boys saw Felicia, all they saw was the girl with white wings but was wearing a crimson 

water-based 'helmet'. 

Apparently, she couldn't breathe and was about to faint. 

! 

"Felicia!" 

Cameron and Sean immediately flew toward Felicia, ignoring their ultimate attack that successfully hit 

the giant slime's monster core. 

Since the giant slime's monster core was hit, the giant slime should die soon and the small slime should 

disappear too. 

Unfortunately, Felicia panicked a lot and didn't have time to think about using her healing ability to keep 

herself conscious. 

Against the small slime's ferocious attack, the girl only struggled symbolically a few times and directly 

fainted. 

Once she fainted, the wings behind her back also disappeared, instantly throwing the girl from such a 

high altitude straight to the ground! 

"FELLIII!!!" Now, both Sean and Cameron didn't care whether the slime behind them died or not. 

They instantly flew down, trying to catch Felicia's body. 

After all, if her body hit the ground at this height, even if she wouldn't die, she would break countless 

bones! 

Even Felicia's bestie and suitors outside of the battle ring also stood up in shock and shouted. 

"Fel!" 

"Felicia!" 

"Ah, ah, ah!" 

The audience also screamed, afraid to see such a fragile girl's body hitting the hard battle arena's floor. 

What is her head instantly bursts open? 

As Felicia fell to the ground like an angel who lost her wings and fell from heaven, the giant slime also 

lost her core and directly disappeared into countless sparkles. 

After all, she wasn't a real living being and when she died, she didn't really die and leave a corpse. 

Following the giant slime, the small slime also slowly disappeared, but before it disappeared, it didn't 

forget to give one last blow to Felicia. 

The small slime shot one less corrosive cannon ball straight to Felicia's face while it was still trappin 

Felicia's head within its body. 



In that instant, the corrosive 'blood' touched Felicia's face and melted most of her skin and part of her 

flesh! 

The pain was so great that Felicia woke up from her coma and directly screamed in pain. 

"AH! AH! AH!! MY FACE! MY FACE!" The girl was in so much pain that she forgot to summon her wings 

to fly again. 

Seconds later, her back hit the hard floor, and the impact directly fractured or broke some of her bones. 

BAM! 

Chapter 1108: "Too Cruel" 

The girl fell just like that, but both Sean and Cameron were fast enough to protect Felicia's head, who 

was no longer trapped inside the small slime. 

It's just that...once the small slime disappeared, the boys could see Felicia's corroded face. 

Her beautiful face was instantly messed up beyond imagination, perfectly ruining her beauty. 

The burning pain was enough to wake up Felicia from her coma but also directly sent her into a deeper 

coma a few seconds after. 

Felicia was done for. 

"Feli!!" Both Sean and Cameron were so shocked that they forgot they were still in the middle of a fight. 

Even when one of the fighters was injured, in a battle royale, the healer and staff outside couldn't help 

them unless their lives were threatened. 

They had to wait until the battle ended to help the injured fighter. 

Obviously, the boys forgot this rule and directly shouted to the staff outside the arena's barrier. 

"Help! Help her! Heal her face! Her injury is too serious!" 

Blood, tears and sweat seemed to mix well on Felicia's face, rendering those who could see her face 

speechless. 

Although the wound wasn't dangerous enough to the point of exposing her face bones or something, 

that face was absolutely ruined beyond belief. 

Unfortunately, the boys shouted until their voice was almost gone, but they forgot the rules. 

The staff only looked at them with hesitant faces, but none of them came to the battle ring to heal 

Felicia. 

Even when the bestie and the suitors outside pestered the staff, the staff didn't let go of the iron rules. 

"The fight is still ongoing. No staff or anyone is allowed to enter the ring, and no one can exit the ring 

too." 

This is to prevent people disguising as staff from entering the ring and then attacking one of the fighters. 



After all, such cases had happened in the past, especially in a battle royale. 

Hearing the staff's explanation, the on-site audience and live broadcast' audience couldn't help but sigh 

in regret. 

"It will be too late to heal that girl's face after the battle ends, right?" 

'Yes. Unless you have an elixir or something. But an elixir is way too rare, and not even money or 

connection can get that." 

"The healer guild might have a genius who can restore a person's damaged face, right? It should be 

fine." 

While the on-site audience only felt regret and remorse.... 

The live broadcast audience, especially those who didn't enter Ainsley's channel and chose the battle 

arena's official channel, started to hurl abuse towards Ainsley. 

[Why is this kid so vicious? Isn't it enough to make her enemy faint and fall from such a height.] 

[Yes, yes. What's the use of destroying this young girl's face? This baby has a black heart!] 

[As expected of someone from a barbarian country. They don't even know mercy!] 

Felicia's fans were even more extreme and started to curse Ainsley along with her family. 

[Die, Ainsley Sloan!] 

[I wish the Sloan Family would just get massacred overnight. A bunch of savages! Society's tumor!] 

[A mafia will always be a mafia! Evil!] 

[Hey, hey, let's boycott this baby's business in our country. I heard that she's opening a guild or 

something.] 

[Can we send animal corpses to her guild building or blood? That will be good!] 

The fans were irrational,, but the neutral audience didn't think what Ainsley did was too cruel. 

[The one who attacked the girl was the little slime, right? In a sense, it should be the giant slime who 

ordered the small slime, not Ain.] 

[Yeah. It's impossible for Ainsley's command to be executed that fast when the giant slime has already 

disappeared when the small slime fired the cannonball.] 

[It might be a subconscious reaction right before it disappears. Maybe it's an accident.] 

[Even if it's not an accident, I won't blame Ainsley. If you people want to fight a safe battle, don't fight in 

this official battle ring!] 

[A squeamish and spoiled girl like Felicia should never step into this ring if you don't want your pretty 

face to be ruined.] 



[Look at Ain. Her enemy also has some corrosive elements but she isn't afraid of ruining her face. She 

has confidence in her own skill.] 

[Still, don't you think it's too much to ruin Felicia's face when she already lost consciousness and fell 

from such a height?] 

[It's indeed a bit too much, but maybe Felicia and her gang offended Ainsley somehow. Who knows?] 

The two sides expressed different opinions, and they quickly started to fight on the comment section of 

both Ainsley's channel and the official battle arena's channel. 

Others might think that what Ainsley did was too cruel, and Ainsley also felt that way because Felicia 

didn't directly offend her. 

But when the baby recalled what Aaron told her about Felicia's hidden past... 

The baby's eyes flashed with a hint of ruthless light. 

Felicia was said to be the most beautiful, kind and innocent girl among the Winged Guild members, and 

at first, Ainsley also thought that way. 

Thus, when she planned to use Felicia to provoke the other brats, she felt a bit resistant. 

But when Ainsley got to know Felicia's dark side...Ainsley only wanted to puke. 

Yes. 

That seemingly angel-like girl was no different from her grandfather, who could use dirty tricks to 

suppress people who could threaten his guild's prestige in this country. 

Just like how her grandpa suppressed and threatened people using force, Felicia used her status as the 

guild leader's granddaughter to do things. 

Whenever she saw someone prettier than her or someone who could potentially threaten her title as 

the only female genius in Winged Guild... 

Felicia would destroy that girl. She didn't even let go of a beautiful boy! 

Chapter 1109: "Felicia's Dark Side" 

The method Felicia used varied from small tricks to heavy ones, such as destroying the pretty girls' and 

boys' faces– even making them disabled. 

Because of this, many talented people who came from ordinary backgrounds had fallen, and the Winged 

Guild didn't improve much in the past few years. 

But the guild leader didn't care. 

Anyway, his granddaughter was genius enough and could even hook up with many other guild geniuses. 

What's the use of talented commoners when there are talented nobles around? 

Felicia was a part of a noble family in Gasha Country, unlike Aaron, who came from an ordinary family 

but was lucky enough to be rich and influential. 



Felicia, who looked kind and innocent outside, might be as cruel as Cameron, who often silenced people 

for his people! 

Ainsley wouldn't be a hypocrite and said that she never harmed others. 

She had too much blood on her hands and she admitted that she wasn't even that innocent anymore. 

But she never attacked someone innocent who didn't attack her first or didn't have any grudge against 

her. 

She also never attacked someone outside of a battle or a war, unless her own life was threatened. 

But Felicia wasn't like that. She almost never fought others, and her safety was guaranteed thanks to her 

grandpa. 

Unfortunately, she still did those things in the dark, and her fans didn't even know about this. 

So, although Felicia didn't offend Ainsley, Ainsley didn't feel too guilty about destroying Felicia's face. 

If she didn't do that, how could she provoke the Merchant Guild's genius girl and the four suitors to fight 

her? 

And Ainsley also thought of a plan to coerce the Winged Guild leader to listen to her request through 

this incident. 

Anyway, the Winged Guild leader wouldn't lower himself to fight Ainsley in the ring, no matter how mad 

he was. 

After all, Ainsley belonged to the junior generation, even younger than his granddaughter. 

If he went to avenge Felicia just like that, people would look down on him for being a coward who 

fought someone from a much lower generation! 

Ainsley cast a gloomy look at the three people huddled together at the corner of the battle ring. 

The battle hadn't ended yet, but the two enemies had already lost focus. 

If this isn't a chance, what would be a chance? 

Ainsley immediately snapped her fingers and the invisible Godfather, who had been watching the battle 

all this time, immediately possessed Ainsley's body. 

Nowadays, Ainsley could activate her shaman ability with just a snap of her finger, and within seconds, 

her appearance had already turned into the Godfather version. 

The baby's purple hair slowly turned dark green, and her pair of blue eyes changed into a pair of sharp 

golden eyes. 

The baby still had the pair of blood wings from the realism art, but soon, the wings would disappear, 

replaced by the real blood wings. 

After possessing Ainsley, the Godfather immediately took out a bunch of energy crystals from Ainsley's 

storage necklace and recharged the consumed energy. 



At the same time, the two boys finally realized that their enemy was making a move. 

The two of them looked back and saw the baby with a completely different look and aura. 

There was still a pale gold aura around the baby, wrapping her as if she were a holy angel. 

Seeing this, the boys couldn't help but gasp. 

"What the hell! We didn't restrict that spirit with a talisman?" Cameron almost spurted out blood due to 

his careless mistake. 

Sean's face also turned black and blue in the blink of an eye. The boy gritted his teeth as he shook his 

head weakly. 

"I thought we could restrict her contracted spirit anytime...so I didn't toss out the talisman in the 

beginning." 

That's such a newbie mistake to look down on your enemy just because they could restrict their enemy's 

ability anytime. 

Thinking again, they didn't even drink the anti-charm potion at the start of the battle! 

After all, the fighters weren't allowed to consume anything before the battle started. 

But after the battle started, they could use anything they brought with them. 

It was their carelessness that they didn't toss the talisman or drink the anti-charm potion. 

If Ainsley had used her charm ability back then...all three of them would have been done for! 

Cameron and Sean immediately put Felicia's head on the floor and quickly took out their anti-charm 

potions. 

The boys chugged the potion in less than a second and hurriedly fed Felicia some healing potions to 

repair her injuries first. 

As for tossing the talisman? It was too late to restrict the Godfather who had possessed Ainsley's body. 

Unless they had a talisman that could force the spirit to get out of the shaman's body, they couldn't do 

anything to Ainsley and the Godfather. 

It's a pity that such a talisman was rare, and they didn't have any at the moment. 

It means...they had to face Ainsley in her shaman mode! 

The boys have watched Ainsley's battle video when she's in her shaman mode, and that was certainly a 

dangerous ability. 

The boys didn't have time to think about the injured Felicia and could only continue to fight! 

It's just that...when they drank the anti-charm potion and fed some healing potions to Felicia, Ainsley 

didn't stay still. 

She dismissed her blood wings made of her art and replaced it with the real blood wings. 



Where did the blood come from though? The one used to create the wings. 

Easy. 

Ainsley tossed out the blood she stored inside her storage necklace and let the Godfather control the 

blood to create a new pair of blood wings! 

Chapter 1110: "The Blood Manipulation's Comeback Moment" 

The on-site audience and the live broadcast audience couldn't help but gasp at Ainsley's first time 

showing her shaman ability in front of the audience. 

They couldn't help but murmur excitedly. 

"Oh, damn. So that's Ain's shaman ability! The one controlling her body now is her contracted spirit, 

right?" 

"Yes, yes. Her spirit is a legend in her country and throughout the mafia society. Do you know the 

Godfather? That one." 

"Sh*t. I'm not a mafia, but I also know this legend!" 

"I heard that Ainsley's ability when she's in her shaman mode is blood manipulation ability. I want to see 

it!!" 

A thick smell of blood slowly spread throughout the battle ring as the Godfather controlled all the blood 

he took out from the storage necklace. 

The MC and the commentators, who were busy commenting about Felicia's injury here and there, 

immediately changed their topic. 

"Ohhhh! Our red side's fighter finally shows her ultimate ability– blood manipulation!" 

"I heard that this ability is really powerful and dangerous. I can't wait to see this legendary ability!" 

The audience was hyped but the celestials watching the battle from their VIP box couldn't help but 

frown. 

"This blood clan's cub...is she really not a blood clan's cub? If she's not, how can she control blood?" 

The Celestials who had eased their misunderstanding of Ainsley's true race a few days ago started to 

doubt their vision once more. 

"I heard that it's a special ability among humans. But there's still a possibility that she has the blood of a 

blood clan running through her veins." 

"If that's the case, she will be a big threat to our celestial race. At such a young age, she's already so 

powerful." 

"Let's just watch the battle first and decide things later." 

This is the first time Cameron and Sean saw Ainsley's blood manipulation ability in her shaman mode. 



Unlike Ainsley's aura and pressure, which was still a bit friendly before, once the Godfather took over, 

his pressure spread throughout the battle ring like a tide. 

The spirit was just gathering blood to create his own mini-domain, but the boys already shivered in their 

place. 

They wanted to fly to reach Ainsley's place, but even their wings were stiff, and they flew crookedly! 

The boys were indeed geniuses, and Cameron had even participated in various real-life battles. 

But in front of the Godfather and Ainsley, who almost fought their enemy every single day in such a 

dangerous country like the Godlif Country.... 

Their Guild Union Zone and their peaceful Gasha Country were like their greenhouse or a carefully 

managed park. 

They claimed that they had seen the world but they hadn't even stepped into a real wild forest, only an 

artificial forest. 

The boys finally felt what it means to face a true genius. 

Ainsley's previous battle already gave them a mental blow, and now, facing the Godfather inside 

Ainsley's body, the boys almost couldn't move. 

The 'stun' effect in games turns out to be real! 

Both Godfather and Ainsley didn't know the boys' mental activity, and they only focused on continuing 

the fight. 

This time, the Godfather forced Ainsley to learn to maintain the blood wings while he used the rest of 

the blood to attack. 

[You can already move some limbs in shaman mode. Now, you have to learn to control some of the 

blood to maintain the blood wings.] 

Maintaining the blood wings wasn't that difficult, but for Ainsley, it was still a challenge. Especially when 

they were currently battling two other people! 

Ainsley's slow buff already expired the moment Sean went to save Felicia, so she didn't have any excuse 

not to try to maintain the blood wings. 

But if she failed to maintain the wings...wouldn't she fall to the ground and fall to her death?? 

The Godfather is really ruthless. He rarely appeared in front of Ainsley lately, but once he did, Ainsley 

almost kneeled. 

Ah, ah, please let me go! 

Ainsley only cried in her heart as she stared at the dark 'room' deep inside her consciousness. 

Well, since her consciousness was trapped here in the shaman mode, Ainsley had nothing to do other 

than obeying the Godfather's instruction. 



[Okay, uncle Gwodfathel. Ain will do her best!] 

Ainsley tried to act cute to bribe the Godfather, but unfortunately, the Godfather directly let go of his 

control over the blood that condensed into the pair of blood wings. 

In that moment, the blood wings staggered and almost directly turned back into a pool of blood. 

Ainsley's body herself also staggered, almost losing her balance in the air. 

The baby was caught off guard and immediately used her focus to control the blood behind her body to 

maintain the blood wings! 

If she didn't, she would lose the battle like an idiot. 

No! She had a face and reputation that she had to keep! 

Ainsley used all her might to control the blood to shape the blood wings. 

This is the first time Ainsley felt how it was to control a bunch of blood to create something. 

It was like a water bender... 

But Ainsley felt that if she controlled the blood like playing with clay or something, it was easier to 

manage. 

However…things are easier to be said than done. 

The first few seconds, the blood wings got deformed into various wing shapes, immediately bringing 

Ainsley's body to fly around in the air. 

The next few seconds, the blood wings basically stabilized, but Ainsley still couldn't use a mini blood 

domain or use the blood rain skill through the blood wings. 

The two boys saw all of this, but none of them dared to look down at Ainsley and the Godfather who 

was possessing Ainsley's body. 

What if all of these are tricks? 

 


